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abstract: Sex ratio adjustment (SRA) of broods has received wide-
spread interest as a means for optimizing parental investment in
offspring. Classical explanations for the evolution of SRA focus on
improving offspring fitness in light of resource availability or mate
attractiveness. Here, we use genetic models to demonstrate that SRA
can evolve to alleviate sexual antagonism by improving the chance
that the alleles of a sexually antagonistic trait are transmitted to the
sex they benefit. In cases where the trait is autosomally inherited,
this result is obtained regardless of whether SRA is based on the
mother’s or the father’s genotype and irrespective of the recombi-
nation rate between the trait and SRA loci. SRA also evolves in this
manner when the trait is sex-linked, provided that SRA decisions are
based on the homogametic genotype (XX mothers or ZZ fathers).
By contrast, when based on traits in the heterogametic sex, SRA
promotes fixation of the allele that is detrimental to that sex, pre-
venting the evolution of substantial levels of SRA. Our models in-
dicate that the evolution of SRA in nature should be strongly influ-
enced by the genetic architecture of the traits on which it is based
and the form of selection affecting them.

Keywords: sex allocation, intralocus sexual conflict, inheritance, evo-
lutionary theory.

Introduction

Sex ratio adjustment (SRA) of broods has been docu-
mented in numerous taxa and can result in brood sex ratio
bias ranging from a few percent (e.g., Desfor et al. 2007;
Servanty et al. 2007) to nearly 100% (e.g., Komdeur et al.
1997; Davison and Ward 1998; reviewed in Cockburn et
al. 2002; West et al. 2002; West 2009). SRA has gained
both theoretical and empirical attention as an avenue for
the evolution of optimal sex allocation (investment in each
sex), motivated by the idea that parents who can predict
the differential fitness prospects for sons and daughters
might favorably bias the sex ratio of their broods toward
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the fitter sex. Previous hypotheses for the adaptive value
of SRA have focused on improving offspring fitness in
light of a mother’s condition and resource availability
(Trivers and Willard 1973; West and Sheldon 2002) and
on biasing brood sex ratios toward sons when mates pos-
sess attractive male-specific traits (Burley 1981, 1986; Faw-
cett et al. 2007). As a result, SRA has been linked to factors
including social rank (e.g., Clutton-Brock et al. 1984,
1986), population density (e.g., Kruuk et al. 1999), mate
quality (Long and Pischedda 2005), and local competition
for mates (e.g., Herre 1985; Flanagan et al. 1998) or other
resources (e.g., Gowaty 1993; Aars et al. 1995; reviewed
in Hardy 2002; West 2009). However, the degree of SRA
observed and the factors governing SRA decisions vary
widely across species (Clutton-Brock and Iason 1986; Shel-
don 1998; Cockburn et al. 2002), and several authors have
suggested that we require a better understanding of the
types of trait that prompt SRA and the mechanistic con-
straints on its evolution (Krackow 1995; Cockburn et al.
2002; West et al. 2002, 2005; West and Sheldon 2002; Uller
et al. 2007; West 2009).

With this aim in mind, we evaluate the potential for
SRA to alleviate sexual antagonism, which has received
growing empirical support (Calsbeek and Sinervo 2004;
Calsbeek and Bonneaud 2008; Connallon and Jakubowski
2009; Roulin et al. 2010) but little theoretical attention
(but see Alonzo and Sinervo 2007), despite recognition of
its potential importance (Fawcett et al. 2007; Patten and
Haig 2009). We focus on intralocus sexual conflict, a form
of sexual antagonism that arises when selection at a locus
favors different alleles in males and females (Lande 1980;
Rice and Chippindale 2001). Under the appropriate con-
ditions, intralocus sexual conflict can stably maintain ge-
netic polymorphisms (Lande 1980; Rice 1984, 1987; Albert
and Otto 2005; Patten and Haig 2009), preventing either
sex from reaching its optimal phenotypic state and low-
ering mean population fitness (Lande 1980). The possi-
bility that SRA diminishes this effect is of broad impor-
tance, given the widespread occurrence of this source of
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Table 1: Fitness of diploid sexually antagonistic
trait genotypes

Trait genotype

TT Tt tt

Female fitness 1 1 � hfsf 1 � sf

Male fitness 1 � sm 1 � hmsm 1

Table 2: Sex ratio adjustment (SRA) in the case of a
diploid trait and modifier

Female modifier

Female trait (self-SRA)
or male trait (mate-SRA)

TT Tt tt

MM D00 D01 D02

Mm D10 D11 D12

mm D20 D21 D22

sexually antagonistic selection in nature and present efforts
to identify mechanisms by which it can be resolved (Bon-
duriansky and Chenoweth 2009; van Doorn 2009).

We consider a trait that has opposing fitness effects in
the two sexes and develop a diploid population genetic
model to track the evolution of a modifier allele at a sep-
arate SRA locus. We predict that selection will favor the
evolution of the modifier allele such that females bias the
sex ratio of their broods according to which sexually an-
tagonistic alleles their offspring are likely to receive, in a
manner that increases the match between offspring sex
and the alleles that benefit that sex. We supplement our
analytical model with simulations that allow continual mu-
tations to occur at the SRA modifier locus, in order to
follow the long-term evolution of SRA and its effect on
the trait. While sexually antagonistic traits are expected to
arise throughout the genome, they may be more likely to
remain polymorphic on sex chromosomes because of the
imbalanced manner in which sex-linked genes are inher-
ited and expressed among sexes (Rice 1984; Rice and Chip-
pindale 2001; Gibson et al. 2002; Vicoso and Charlesworth
2006; Mank et al. 2007; Mank 2009). We therefore compare
results for autosomal and sex-linked traits.

Evolution of Sex Ratio Adjustment at Autosomal Loci

Analytical Model

A single locus (T) governs a trait that is under sexually
antagonistic selection, where one allele T is favored in
females while the alternative allele t is favored in males.
Such opposing selection pressures are expected for phys-
iological, morphological, and behavioral traits that have
different optima between sexes because of differences in
their ecology or reproductive biology (Glucksmann 1974;
Lande 1980; Rice 1984; Frayer and Wolpoff 1985; Shine
1989). Sexual antagonism can also be driven by natural
and sexual selection acting in different directions; our
models accommodate this scenario, provided that we as-
sume that female preferences are fixed.

Sexually antagonistic selection is described by sex-
specific fitness values (table 1), with selection coefficients
against the deleterious allele in females and males given
by sf and sm, respectively ( ) and dominance co-0 ≤ s ≤ 1i

efficients in females and males given by hf and hm (with

). A second locus, M, is a modifier that allows0 ≤ h ≤ 1i

a female to adjust the sex ratio of her brood (hereafter
referred to as sex ratio adjustment [SRA]). Initially, the
population is fixed for one allele (M), which may code for
no SRA or some initial level of SRA. We then introduce
a second modifier allele, m, and determine its fate. We
assume throughout that SRA is subject only to maternal
control; if paternal control were instead considered, we
expect that equivalent results would be obtained (but with
the sexes reversed with respect to selection and XY/ZW
sex determination).

The proximate mechanisms of SRA are not well un-
derstood. Here, we assume that it can be implemented via
any of the potential behavioral or physiological mecha-
nisms of SRA, such as hormonal effects on sperm selection
and gestation, postparturition maternal effects, or external
environmental factors (e.g., ambient temperature; Krac-
kow 1995; Uller et al. 2007). In addition, we impose no
direct costs of SRA. Recombination between T and M
occurs at rate r, and mutations are ignored. Standard two-
locus recursions were developed and analyzed with Math-
ematica 6.0 (see app. A in the online edition of the Amer-
ican Naturalist).

In general, a female might adjust her sex ratio strategy
in response to either her own state or that of her envi-
ronment, including her social and mating environment
(e.g., Flanagan et al. 1998; Alonzo and Sinervo 2007;
Burton-Chellew et al. 2008). In our models, we allow a
female to adjust her SRA on the basis of her own trait
genotype (self-SRA) or the trait genotype of her mate
(mate-SRA), assuming that trait evaluation occurs during
reproduction via any feasible cognitive or physiological
mechanism. Specifically, the probability that a mother pro-
duces a daughter is given by Dij, where i represents the
number of m alleles in her modifier genotype and j rep-
resents the number of t alleles in either her trait genotype
(in the case of self-SRA) or her partner’s genotype (in the
case of mate-SRA; table 2). Although plausible values of
Dij range from 0 to 1, any errors in a female’s assessment
of her own or her mate’s genotype would reduce the ex-
pression of SRA (bringing the Dij for a female closer to
her mean SRA across trait genotypes) and so would con-
strain the evolution of SRA. Given that the nature of these
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constraints is unknown, we assume that females have per-
fect information regarding the trait genotype, although
assessment errors could easily be incorporated by appro-
priate choices of Dij and would not alter the structure of
the model.

We first identify the conditions under which a stable
polymorphic equilibrium exists when the population is
fixed for the M allele and then determine whether the m
allele could invade if it alters SRA. Here, we present only
a summary of the analyses in order to provide the reader
with an intuitive understanding of the evolutionary dy-
namics; full analytical details are available in the Mathe-
matica 6.0 file at http://www.zoology.ubc.ca/∼otto/
Research/BlackburnEtAl2010.nb. For tractability in this
analysis, we assume that selection and the effect of the
modifier are weak. Specifically, we assume that sf, sm, and
the differences among the Dij are all on the order of a
small term, y. In the next section, we perform simulations
that relax these assumptions.

The analytical results for autosomal loci are identical
under self-SRA and mate-SRA, so they are not distin-
guished in this section. With the M allele fixed, opposing
selection pressures in males and females can, under ap-
propriate conditions, maintain variation in a trait, with
the equilibrium frequency of allele T equal to

(1 � h )s � h s � Hvf f m mp̂ pT (1 � 2h )s � (1 � 2h )s � (1 � 2H)vf f m m

� O(y), (1)

where O(y) represents terms that are of order y and hence
smaller than the leading term. The term H measures the
dominance of the SRA strategy in MM females: H p

. The term v represents the effect(D � D ) / (D � D )01 02 00 02

of Fisherian sex ratio selection, which acts to maintain a
balanced population-wide sex ratio (Fisher 1930; Bodmer
and Edwards 1960; Kolman 1960) and takes the form

1 DD
v p D � , (2)( )2 D(1 � D)

where is the mean sex ratio at birth in the populationD
(proportion females) and DD is the difference in SRA in
response to TT versus tt genotypes ( ). TheDD p D � D00 02

term v is nonzero whenever the population-wide sex ratio
departs from 1/2 and the T and t alleles are associated
with different offspring sex ratios. For example, if the pop-
ulation is female biased ( ) and T-bearing femalesD 1 1/2
are more likely to produce daughters ( ), then v hasDD 1 0
a positive value and drives down the equilibrium frequency
of the T allele.

A stability analysis indicated that the polymorphic equi-
librium is stable only when the denominator of equation
(1) is positive. Polymorphism is likely when the dominance
coefficients are sufficiently low that Tt heterozygotes are
more fit than the homozygotes when averaged across the
sexes. We expect to see the persistence of high levels of
sexually antagonistic fitness variation only at autosomal
loci that allow a stable polymorphism, and we therefore
focus exclusively on such loci.

Next, a new SRA modifier allele, m, was introduced to
the polymorphic equilibrium represented by equation (1).
Our goal was to assess which conditions would permit the
modifier to spread in the population while preserving this
equilibrium. The leading eigenvalue (l) within the char-
acteristic polynomial of the local stability matrix is useful
in this regard, because this value describes when the equi-
librium remains stable in the presence of m. Specifically,
the modifier can invade whenever l has a value greater
than 1, and selection will thus favor any m allele that places
l within this range of values. We determined how the
parameters in our model affect l by representing it as a
power series, , where y repre-2l p l � l y � l y � …0 1 2

sents the order of terms assumed to be small (the selection
coefficients and the differences in Dij). Solving for the suc-
cessive terms in this series, we obtain

[D � (1/2)]1
l p 1 � F12 D(1 � D)

3ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ� p p s [(1 � h )p � h p ]F � O(y ), (3)T t m m T m t 2

where

2ˆ ˆ ˆF p p (D � D ) � 2p p (D � D )1 T 10 00 T t 11 01

2ˆ� p (D � D ),t 12 02

ˆ ˆ ˆF p p (D � D ) � (p � p )(D � D )2 T 10 00 t T 11 01

ˆ� p (D � D ).t 12 02

While equation (3) appears not to depend on selection in
females, this is because we have used equation (1) to re-
write sf in terms of sm and to simplify the presentationp̂T

(see the Mathematica file).
We can see that the first line of equation (3) dominates

the value of l whenever the population-wide sex ratio
departs substantially from 1/2, exerting Fisherian sex ratio
selection in favor of strategies that equalize the sex ratio.
For example, if the population is female biased ( ),D 1 1/2
selection favors any m allele that increases the production
of sons, causing the term F1 to be negative (i.e., causing
l to be greater than 1). If the population-wide sex ratio
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Figure 1: Strength of selection for a sex ratio adjustment (SRA) modifier that increases the production of daughters when the trait genotype of the
mother (self-SRA) or father (mate-SRA) is TT (a), Tt (b), or tt (c). The strength of selection acting on the modifier is defined as , whichl � 1
describes the rate of change of allele m while rare in a manner equivalent to direct selection on the M locus. Equation (3) was used for l, setting

and assuming that the population sex ratio remains balanced ( ). Positive selection increases in strength from white (0) to redh p 1/2 D p 1/2m

( ), while negative selection increases in strength from white (0) to blue (� ). The amount of change in Dij in response to a particular2s /27 2s /27m m

genotype is given by the Y-axis (e.g., the Y-axis of a is ).D � D10 00

is nearly 1/2, then the term is small (of order y)D � 1/2
and the second line of equation (3) also contributes to the
fate of the new modifier allele. The sign of the second line
depends on the sign of F2, which contains the terms that
drive the evolution of SRA (fig. 1). Specifically, the term

indicates that the system will evolve to pro-p̂ (D � D )T 10 00

duce more daughters when in TT females (self-SRA) or
in matings with TT males (mate-SRA). The term

indicates that the system will evolve to pro-ˆ�p (D � D )t 12 02

duce fewer daughters when in tt females (self-SRA) or in
matings with tt males (mate-SRA). Finally, the evolution
of the SRA strategy in heterozygotes, represented by the
term , favors production of daughtersˆ ˆ(p � p )(D � D )t T 11 01

when T is rare and production of sons when t is rare. To
understand this result, consider the case when T is rare.
Mothers that are Tt (self-SRA) or have mated with Tt males
(mate-SRA) will produce offspring that are more likely to
carry the T allele than the rest of the population (who are
predominantly tt). Because the T allele benefits females,
female offspring will be more fit relative to the rest of the
population, while male offspring will be less fit, thus ex-
plaining why SRA among Tt individuals evolves to favor
daughters when T is rare. Reversing this logic explains why
SRA among Tt individuals evolves to favor sons when t
is rare.

This local-stability analysis demonstrates that SRA
evolves as expected: favoring daughters when parents carry
the allele advantageous in females (T) and favoring sons

when parents carry the allele advantageous in males (t).
In fact, as long as the population sex ratio remains nearly
equal and assessment errors are low, stronger and stronger
SRA is expected to evolve, and equilibrium (1) will remain
valid and stable throughout this process. The evolution of
SRA can be rapid, with selection on the modifier on the
order of the strength of selection at the T locus times the
extent to which SRA is altered by the new modifier allele
(eq. [3]). The fact that r does not enter into the leading-
order terms of l implies that SRA evolution should be
insensitive to the recombination rate between the trait and
the modifier.

Simulating the Long-Term Evolution of SRA
in Response to Autosomal Loci

We next built an individual-based simulation that allowed
multiple alleles to arise at the modifier locus, enabling us
to track the long-term evolution of SRA in the presence
of sexual antagonism. Only self-SRA was simulated, be-
cause the results for mate-SRA were expected to be similar.
To reduce the number of parameters, we assumed com-
plete additivity at the modifier locus—D p (D �i1 i0

; —so that each modifier alleleD )/2 D p (D � D )/2i2 1j 0j 2j

could be fully characterized by its action in homozygotes.
Specifically, we represented the SRA strategy of a homo-
zygous modifier genotype, say MM, as , where{D , D }00 02
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Figure 2: Evolution of sex ratio adjustment in response to sexual antagonism under autosomal inheritance. Curves show the average frequency of
daughters born in response to TT (red) or tt (blue) genotypes, the overall sex ratio (black), and the frequency of the T allele (green). Dotted curves
represent replicate simulations ( ), and solid curves plot their means. Box plots show the 25% and 75% quantiles (with whiskers showingn p 10
the range) for the entire population of strategies present in the first replicate at 50,000 generations. In the standard set of simulations (left), s pf

, , and the mutation rate was set to . The panels to the right show the effect of weaker selection on the trait ins p 1/6 h p h p 1/10 m p 0.05m f m

females (top) and males (bottom).

the two elements of this vector give the offspring sex ratio
when the mother is TT and tt, respectively.

To facilitate comparison with previous work, we fol-
lowed the form of the model 1 simulations in Fawcett et
al. (2007), used to explore the evolution of SRA in the
presence of sexual selection (in that study, the trait was
expressed only in males). In particular, mutations occurred
at the modifier at a rate of per allele per gen-m p 0.05
eration, with each mutation causing a �1/250 or a �1/
250 change in one of the pair of strategies characterizing
an allele (e.g., a modifier allele with strategies

might mutate to ).{124/250, 121/250} {123/250, 121/250}
In the standard set of simulations, selection coefficients
were set to and the dominance coefficientss p s p 1/6f m

to (dominance was not present in theh p h p 1/10f m

haploid model considered by Fawcett et al.). The popu-
lation was held fixed at 4,000 diploid individuals (Fawcett
et al. modeled the same number of alleles but in 8,000
haploid individuals, and they also allowed slight variation
over time in the population size, depending on the sex
ratio). The trait and modifier loci were assumed to be
unlinked ( ). We placed no intrinsic limit on ther p 1/2
degree of SRA control females can possess, in order to let
SRA evolve freely within the context of sexually antago-
nistic selection.

Over 50,000 generations, strong SRA occurred in the

predicted direction (fig. 2), increasing the mean fitness of
each sex in the population (fig. 3). Mean male fitness (blue
curve) reached a slightly higher value than mean female
fitness (red curve), in accordance with the final frequency
of the female-benefiting T allele being slightly below 0.5
in figure 2. Both the pattern and the speed of SRA evo-
lution were comparable to those observed by Fawcett et
al. (2007) in simulations of Fisherian sexual selection with
recurrent deleterious mutations or sexual selection on
traits indicating male condition. Note, however, that the
simulations of Fawcett et al. included two loci contributing
to SRA (doubling the SRA mutation rate) and assumed
that individuals were haploid (effectively increasing the
strength of selection relative to the diploid model used
here), which suggests that sexual antagonism is at least as
effective as sexual selection in generating SRA.

In contrast to the predictions of the analytical model,
the speed of SRA evolution was relatively slow in the sim-
ulations, taking tens of thousands of generations, as em-
phasized also by Fawcett et al. (2007). We explored two
potential explanations for this result. First, it is possible
that most mutations were prevented from spreading to
high frequency because they perturbed the sex ratio from
1/2. To test this explanation, we ran the simulations again
while allowing each mutation to have equal and opposite
effect in TT and tt mothers while keeping the magnitude
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Figure 3: Change in mean fitness among females (red) and males (blue)
during the course of sex ratio adjustment evolution. The simulations are
the same as those reported in the left-hand panel of figure 2.

Figure 4: Speed of sex ratio adjustment (SRA) evolution in relation to
mutation rate and effect size. A mutation at the modifier locus caused
one of the two elements of its SRA strategy to change by an{D , D }ij kl

amount determined by the effect size (set to 1/250, 1/100, 1/25, or 1/
10), with positive and negative effects being equally likely. Curves connect
the mean values of five replicates (dots) at different effect sizes. Remaining
parameter values are as in figure 2, where the effect size was 1/250.

of the mutation at 1/250 (that is, the mutational effect was
either or ). Under{�1/500, � 1/500} {�1/500, � 1/500}
the default parameter settings, it took on average 31,116
generations ( ) for an SRA difference of 0.5 toSE p 2,643
evolve, which was not significantly faster than when mu-
tations affected the response in TT or tt mothers separately.
Second, the speed of SRA evolution might have been lim-
ited by the amount of genetic variance in SRA, which is
expected to be proportional to the mutation rate at the
modifier locus times the square of the effect size of mod-
ifier mutations (Dieckmann and Law 1996). Simulation
results for a range of effect sizes are shown in figure 4 for
both the default mutation rate, , andm p 0.05 m p

. The time required to produce an SRA strategy dif-0.005
fering by more than 0.5 between TT and tt mothers de-
clined dramatically as the mutation rate and effect size of
the modifier increased. We thus conclude that the most
important factor limiting the speed of SRA evolution in
these simulations was the amount of genetic variation for
SRA.

The simulations considered above involved symmetrical
selection in males and females. Because the trait allele then
equilibrated at a frequency of 0.5, extremely biased SRA
could evolve where TT and tt genotypes nearly always
resulted in the production of daughters and sons, respec-
tively. When the frequency of T departs from 1/2 because
of sex differences in the strength of selection, the evolution
of extremely biased SRA is hampered because it would
cause the population sex ratio to depart from 1/2. For
example, if the frequency of t were 0.9 and if tt genotypes
resulted in the exclusive production of sons, then the sex
ratio would become very biased (180% male). Consistent
with this interpretation, we found that when selection was
weaker in females ( and , leading tos p 1/12 s p 1/6f m

), SRA evolved to a lower level in response to thep̂ p 0.3T

more common tt genotypes than in response to the rarer
TT genotypes, ensuring that the sex ratio remained near
1/2 (black curve in fig. 2, top-right panel). The exact op-
posite was seen when selection was weaker in males
( and , leading to ; fig. 2,ˆs p 1/6 s p 1/12 p p 0.7f m T

bottom-right panel). We expect this constraint to be weaker
if SRA in Tt mothers were free to evolve rather than being
fixed at the average of TT and tt mothers. Nevertheless,
these examples illustrate the main restriction on the evo-
lution of SRA: Fisherian sex ratio selection prevents the
evolution of substantial SRA in any case that leads to a
large departure from a balanced sex ratio within the
population.

Evolution of Sex Ratio Adjustment at Sex-Linked Loci

Analytical Model

Here, we summarize the outcomes for X and Z linkage;
detailed quantitative results are presented in appendix C
in the online edition of the American Naturalist, and the
entire analysis is available in the Mathematica file. If a sex
ratio of 1/2 ( ) is assumed, stability requires only thatv p 0
the female-benefiting allele T be partially recessive in fe-
males (with X linkage) or that the male-benefiting allele
t be partially recessive in males (with Z linkage; table B1
in the online edition of the American Naturalist). In the
case of X linkage, we consider both autosomal and sex-
linked modifiers when assessing whether a modifier allele
altering offspring sex ratios could spread in a population
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that is polymorphic for a sex-linked trait. With a Z-linked
modifier and maternal sex ratio control, however, modifier
alleles that increase the proportion of sons are always fa-
vored, regardless of the trait carried, because the Z chro-
mosome possessed by mothers passes only from mothers
to sons. This induces strong meiotic drive that can lead
to “extraordinary” sex ratio imbalances and potentially
even population extinction (Hamilton 1967). Thus, we
consider only autosomal modifiers of SRA in the presence
of a Z-linked trait.

The results differ between self-SRA and mate-SRA when
there is sex linkage, so we must now treat these scenarios
separately. In the case of a sex-linked trait and SRA based
on the homogametic sex (self-SRA based on XX females
or mate-SRA based on ZZ males), the evolution of SRA
is qualitatively the same as in the autosomal model (app.
C). However, dramatically different results are obtained
when SRA occurs in response to the hemizygous genotype
(mate-SRA based on XY males or self-SRA based on ZW
females): SRA then directly affects the allele frequency dy-
namics at the trait locus. The reason is that SRA induces
transmission distortion when traits in the heterogametic
sex are used to adjust offspring sex ratios. Consider mate-
based SRA involving T-bearing and t-bearing X chro-
mosomes in XY males. Because T is favored in females,
SRA is expected to evolve such that females mated to T-
bearing males produce more daughters, which causes the
X chromosome carrying the T allele (XT) to be inherited
by more offspring than the Y chromosome. In contrast,
females mated to t-bearing males evolve to produce more
sons, which causes the Y chromosome to be inherited and
reduces the transmission of the t allele to offspring. The
opposite tendency develops in the case of self-SRA with
ZW sex determination; T-bearing females evolve a daugh-
ter-biased sex ratio, which results in an increased inheri-
tance of W instead of ZT, reducing transmission of the T
allele. Thus, when traits in the heterogametic sex are used
to adjust offspring sex ratios, SRA evolves in a manner
that induces a transmission disadvantage against the allele
that is fitter in the heterogametic sex. As a result, if SRA
becomes too extreme, the trait polymorphism can be lost,
with allele T fixed in XY systems and t fixed in ZW systems.
In addition, if SRA is based on the hemizygous sex and
the modifier is autosomal, it is also possible for SRA evo-
lution to halt at a low level ( for mate-SRADD p s /4hemi m

in XY systems and for self-SRA in ZW sys-DD p s /4hemi f

tems, where , as defined in table B2).DD p D � Dhemi 00 01

This occurs because of genetic associations that develop
between the modifier and trait loci, inhibiting further evo-
lution of SRA even though the trait locus remains poly-
morphic (see app. C).

In summary, while sex linkage can make it easier for
sexually antagonistic selection to maintain polymorphism

for a trait in the first place, it can also constrain the evo-
lution of offspring SRA in response to this trait. Specifi-
cally, whenever the genotype of the heterogametic sex is
used to adjust the offspring sex ratio (mate-SRA with X-
linked traits and self-SRA with Z-linked traits), SRA
evolves only up to a point at which either the trait poly-
morphism is lost or selection on the modifier changes sign,
preventing the further evolution of SRA.

Simulating the Long-Term Evolution of SRA
in Response to Sex-Linked Loci

We explored the evolution of SRA over longer periods of
time, using simulations with an X-linked trait. We were
particularly interested in testing the predictions made by
our analyses concerning the role of transmission distor-
tion. The simulations were built as described for the case
of an autosomal trait and run for equivalent parameter
values. We first simulated self-SRA with an X-linked trait
and an X-linked modifier. The analysis predicted that SRA
should evolve in a manner similar to the autosomal case
but be faster by a factor of approximately 4/3 (see app.
C). The simulation results in figure 5a confirm this pre-
diction: SRA in response to TT genotypes and in tt ge-
notypes evolved at nearly the rate predicted from a re-
gression based on the autosomal case (fig. 2), with slopes
multiplied by 4/3.

Under mate-based SRA, a different picture emerged.
Mothers evolved to alter their brood sex ratio such that
XTY males produced more daughters and XtY males pro-
duced more sons, resulting in transmission distortion that
caused T alleles to increase rapidly from the frequency of
1/2 predicted by natural selection alone (green curves in
fig. 5b, 5c). As expected with an X-linked trait and an X-
linked modifier (see eq. [C1] in the online edition of the
American Naturalist), SRA evolved only to the point where
the trait polymorphism was lost. As the T allele rose in
frequency, the sex ratio in matings with T-bearing males
became more and more constrained to remain near 1/2
(red curve; see inset in fig. 5b), to ensure that the popu-
lation-wide sex ratio was even. Meanwhile, the sex ratio
in matings with t-bearing males declined (blue curves),
until the frequency of T reached 1. At this point, the sex
ratio strategy in matings with t-bearing males was free to
drift around neutrally.

Finally, we simulated the case of mate-SRA with an X-
linked trait locus and an autosomal modifier locus. For
the parameters used in figure 5, SRA was predicted to
evolve only up to an intermediate level, with DD phemi

(eq. [C2] in the online edition of the American Nat-s /4m

uralist). Assuming a population at equilibrium (table B1)
with an even population-wide sex ratio, the analysis pre-
dicts that SRA should have stopped evolving once mothers
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Figure 5: Evolution of sex ratio adjustment (SRA) with sex linkage.
Colors and parameters are as in figure 2. The curves in a represent self-
SRA in the case of an X-linked trait and an X-linked modifier. Straight
lines show the predicted slope of SRA, calculated as the autosomal case
in figure 2 but with the slope multiplied by 4/3 (see app. C in the online
edition of the American Naturalist). The bottom panels illustrate the
evolution of mate-SRA with an X-linked trait and an X-linked modifier
(b) and with an X-linked trait and an autosomal modifier (c). Insets
show greater resolution near .p p 0.5T

produce 51% daughters when mated to T-bearing males
and 47% daughters when mated to t-bearing males, with
an equilibrium frequency of T of . While the sim-p̂ p 0.8T

ulation results (fig. 5c) suggest that the system briefly hov-
ered near this point, the system exhibited substantial fluc-

tuations, and ultimately the T allele fixed in all 10
replicates. The same result was obtained in simulations
initiated using the exact modifier strategy and T-allele fre-
quency at the point where SRA evolution is expected to
halt (results not shown), indicating that the T allele fixed
because of fluctuations about the equilibrium value. We
suspect that these fluctuations were caused either by ran-
dom genetic drift (given the finite population size of 4,000
diploids) or by the stochastic sequence of modifier mu-
tations that happened to arise during the simulations,
causing the sex ratio to depart too far from 1/2 or causing
too much transmission bias on the T allele.

Overall, the simulations with sex linkage confirm one
of our main results: basing offspring sex ratios on the trait
of a hemizygous individual (mate-based SRA in the case
of male heterogamety) generates a transmission bias that
is generally too strong to permit the evolution of high
levels of SRA. Instead, only a low sex ratio bias evolves,
followed by fixation of the allele that benefits the hom-
ogametic sex. While we had predicted an intermediate
evolutionarily stable strategy in the case of an autosomal
modifier, the simulations indicated that this strategy is not
robust to departures from the assumptions of the analytical
model (infinite population size, weak selection, weak
SRA), and again we observed fixation of the allele that
benefits the homogametic sex.

Discussion

Alleviation of Sexual Antagonism via SRA

Our results indicate that sex ratio adjustment (SRA) can
evolve in the presence of intralocus sexual conflict, di-
minishing sexually antagonistic fitness effects by increasing
the match between offspring sex and the alleles benefiting
that sex (e.g., fig. 2). Thus, SRA can be viewed as a mech-
anism by which sexual antagonism can be resolved
(Alonzo and Sinervo 2007; Fawcett et al. 2007; Patten and
Haig 2009), improving the fitness of both sexes (fig. 3).
In this respect, our models corroborate a previous game
theory analysis on side-blotched lizards Uta stansburiana
by Alonzo and Sinervo (2007). We extend these findings
by establishing an explicit genetic framework for the evo-
lutionary dynamics and exploring the evolution of SRA
under different modes of inheritance. The analytical mod-
els revealed that sexually antagonistic selection on SRA
can be strong, proportional in strength to the product of
the effect size of the modifier and the strength of selection
on the trait. Our simulations corroborated these results:
provided that sufficient genetic variation exists at the SRA
locus (fig. 4), SRA for autosomal traits can evolve rapidly,
increasing the mean fitness in each sex (fig. 3). However,
we also find that differences in genetic architecture strongly
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influence SRA evolution. In particular, SRA relieving sex-
linked sexual antagonism is likely to persist only when
based on the homogametic sex (female characteristics in
XY systems and male characteristics in ZW systems; fig.
5a). The reciprocal pattern is likely to be transient (fig.
5b, 5c); systems lacking SRA may include cases where sex-
linked polymorphisms have been lost because of the evo-
lution of SRA based on traits in the heterogametic sex.

SRA alters gene expression at the level of the individual,
manipulating whether an allele is expressed in a daughter
or a son. While we have considered only a single gene, it
is likely that multiple loci throughout the genome expe-
rience intralocus sexual antagonism, and future work
would do well to examine how this affects the evolution
of SRA. If a mother adjusts her brood sex ratio in response
to only one of several sexually antagonistic traits, we expect
that genetic variation for the other traits would act in a
way similar to errors in genotype assessment: both, at least
occasionally, would cause mothers to produce more of the
less fit sex (because of a mistaken assessment of the ge-
nomewide advantage of producing daughters vs. sons or
to an incorrect assessment of the T-locus genotype). On
the other hand, if multiple polymorphic genes contribute
to the same trait, then SRA could potentially evolve to
alleviate sexual antagonism at more than one gene at the
same time, strengthening selection for SRA. In any case,
we expect that selection will continue to favor the evo-
lution of SRA in the presence of multiple genes, as long
as there remains a net sexually antagonistic fitness effect.
Numerous empirical examples confirm the presence of net
sexually antagonistic fitness effects with respect to indi-
vidual traits (e.g., Rice 1996; Merila et al. 1997; Long and
Rice 2007) or genomewide fitness differences (e.g., Chip-
pindale et al. 2001; Gibson et al. 2002; Prasad et al. 2007;
reviewed in Bonduriansky and Chenoweth 2009). Provided
that females can detect and respond to this variation, we
expect SRA to evolve as in our models.

Identifying Causes of SRA

Variation in patterns of SRA in nature might stem in part
from the action of several different mechanisms, and dis-
tinguishing among alternatives remains a major empirical
and theoretical challenge (Cockburn et al. 2002; West
2009). Toward this goal, our results indicate that the effects
of sexual antagonism must be considered in addition to
classic conditional sex allocation hypotheses. Few studies
have measured the sex-specific fitness effects of traits sub-
ject to SRA, so it is unclear whether SRA commonly helps
to alleviate sexually antagonistic selection in nature. How-
ever, several recent cases support the prediction that
broods with skewed sex ratios will exhibit diminished sex-
ually antagonistic fitness effects. Connallon and Jaku-

bowski (2009) reported that in the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster, females produced female-biased broods
when mated to males who carried alleles with positive
fitness effects in daughters. Similarly, in barn owls Tyco
alba, parents possessing relatively small spots on their
plumage are more likely to produce sons, mitigating the
sexually antagonistic fitness effects associated with this trait
(Roulin et al. 2010). A related pattern occurs in side-
blotched lizards Uta stansburiana (Calsbeek and Sinervo
2004) and brown anoles Anolis sagrei (Calsbeek and Bon-
neaud 2008): although sex ratios within broods are typi-
cally balanced in both species, females have been shown
to reduce sexual conflict with respect to body size by mat-
ing multiple times and then cryptically assigning sperm
from relatively large sires to sons and that from small sires
to daughters (Calsbeek and Sinervo 2002, 2004; Calsbeek
and Bonneaud 2008).

While we have focused on SRA only in response to traits
exhibiting sexually antagonistic selection, different forms
of selection may act simultaneously, driving SRA in similar
or opposite directions. For example, SRA that facilitates
the transmission of an allele conferring attractiveness to
sons (Burley 1981) should be strengthened if that trait also
has sexually antagonistic effects, as depicted in our mate-
SRA models. By contrast, mothers in good condition are
expected to evolve increased investment in sons when ad-
ditional resources disproportionately increase the fitness
of sons relative to daughters (Trivers and Willard 1973),
whereas our self-SRA models suggest this effect would be
counteracted if female condition is based on sexually an-
tagonistic selection. On the other hand, the selection pres-
sures in this latter example would act in the same direction
if additional resource investment disproportionately ben-
efits daughters (see also Silk 1983; West 2009).

Disentangling the effects of multiple selection pressures
on SRA evolution in an experimental context could entail
varying the strength of individual selective forces and then
tracking the evolution of SRA. In systems where this is
not feasible, the issue could instead be approached em-
pirically by measuring the relevant parameters (e.g., the
strength of sexual selection on males, the impact of pa-
rental condition on offspring fitness, and selection coef-
ficients in each sex) and determining the relative strength
of selection on an SRA modifier arising from the different
forces. Theoretical analyses like ours assist these ap-
proaches by supplying estimates of the direction and
strength of selection on SRA modifiers resulting from a
given form of selection (e.g., as given by eq. [3]). Similar
estimates from models investigating other forms of selec-
tion are needed for a comprehensive theoretical framework
in this respect. The sum total of the SRA changes expected
under each force considered in isolation would provide
an estimate of the rate and direction of SRA evolution,
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supplemented by simulations to assess departures from
this additive expectation.

Alternative Mechanisms to Alleviate Sexual Antagonism

Sexual antagonism is widespread (Chippindale et al. 2001;
Foerster et al. 2007) and may affect diverse evolutionary
processes (Parker and Partridge 1998; Bonduriansky and
Chenoweth 2009; van Doorn 2009), highlighting the need
to identify mechanisms that affect its strength and persis-
tence (Bonduriansky and Chenoweth 2009). Sexually di-
morphic trait expression is considered the principal means
to resolve intralocus sexual conflict (Lande 1980; Rice
1984; Cox and Calsbeek 2009; van Doorn 2009), where
dimorphism arises via the evolution of genomic imprinting
or modifiers that result in sex-limited expression (reviewed
in Ellegren and Parsch 2007; Bonduriansky and Chen-
oweth 2009). SRA represents an alternative potential strat-
egy toward this end, biasing the inheritance of sexually
antagonistic traits such that daughters are more likely to
inherit alleles that are favored in females and vice versa
for sons. SRA might be particularly important in this re-
gard if the evolution of sexual dimorphism is constrained:
for example, if the genes underlying the trait are highly
correlated between sexes (Lande 1980) or have pleiotropic
functions (Badyaev 2002; Ellegren and Parsch 2007; van
Doorn 2009). Disparities in nature where the observed
degree of sexual dimorphism does not completely remove
sexually antagonistic selection suggest that such constraints
might be common (Cox and Calsbeek 2009). For example,
male yellow-pine chipmunks Tamias amoenus are close to
their optimal body size, but females are displaced from
their optimum (Schulte-Hostedde et al. 2002), whereas, in
house finches Carpodacus mexicanus, neither sex expresses
optimal body size (Badyaev and Martin 2000). Numerous
other examples exist (Forsman 1995; Björklund and Senar
2001; reviewed in Cox and Calsbeek 2009), and they in-
clude cases in which sexual dimorphism is absent despite
the presence of sexual antagonism (Merila et al. 1997).
Indeed, Cox and Calsbeek (2009) provide evidence that
residual sexual antagonism is widespread even among spe-
cies exhibiting strong sexual dimorphism, suggesting that
traits may frequently be displaced from their optimal value
in each sex (see also Roulin et al. 2010). Hence, SRA might
often have the opportunity to evolve in conjunction with
sexual dimorphism, mitigating sexually antagonistic selec-
tion to a greater degree than either mechanism alone.

Conclusions

Our study indicates that sexually antagonistic selection
poses a potent source of selection for differential sex ratio
allocation and that, in turn, SRA evolution can help to

diminish sexual conflict. The impact of SRA on sexual
antagonism likely varies among populations according to
the genetic variation available at potential modifier loci,
the mode of inheritance of sexually antagonistic traits, the
action of other putative selective pressures on SRA, and
the potential for alternative strategies to mediate the con-
flicting fitness pressures on daughters and sons (e.g., sex-
limited gene expression, genomic imprinting). We expect
that consideration of these factors will help to better ex-
plain variation in patterns of SRA in nature.
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Appendix A from G. S. Blackburn et al., “The Evolution of Sex Ratio
Adjustment in the Presence of Sexually Antagonistic Selection”
(Am. Nat., vol. 176, no. 3, p. 264)

Developing Recursion Equations
To illustrate how the recursions were developed for an SRA modifier in the face of sexually antagonistic
selection, we focus on the case of X linkage, which is simpler to display than the autosomal case. Table A1 lists
the available genotypes in the population, in terms of the SRA modifier (M) and sexually antagonistic trait (T),
when loci are X-linked.
We assume natural selection or sexual selection acts only at T. The frequency of each female genotype after

selection and before mating is determined by its relative fitness, , where Wn is the fitness ofsx p x W /Wn n n f

genotype xn and

W p x � x (1 � h s ) � x (1 � s ) � x � x (1 � h s ) � x (1 � h s )1 2 f f 3 f 4 5 f f 6 f ff

� x (1 � s ) � x � x (1 � h s ) � x (1 � s )7 f 8 9 f f 10 f

is the mean fitness across all female genotypes. For example, the frequency of TM/tM after selection becomes
. The frequency after selection of each male genotype is similarly given by ,s sx p x (1 � h s )/W y p yW /W2 2 f f n n nf m

with a mean male fitness of

W p y (1 � s ) � y � y (1 � s ) � y .1 m 2 3 m 4m

We assume that, once selection has acted on the genotypes, parents mate randomly, produce offspring, and die.
Thus, recursion equations representing the frequency of each genotype in females after one generation of
reproduction ( ) consist of the sum of all pairwise parental gametic combinations that can produce that′x1
genotype, subject to the rate of recombination (r) between M and T in mothers during gametogenesis and the
probability Dij that mothers with genotype i and referring to genotype j (either her own [self-SRA; table 2] or
her mate’s [mate-SRA; table B2] genotype) produce a daughter. For example, in the case of mate-SRA, TM/TM
daughters are produced by the adult mating combinations , , ,TM/TM# TM TM/tM# TM TM/Tm# TM

, and at a total frequency ofTM/tm# TM Tm/tM# TM

1 1 1 1′ s s s s s s s s s sx p x y D � x y D � x y D � x (1 � r)y D � (x r)y D .1 1 1 00 2 1 00 4 1 10 5 1 10 6 1 102 2 2 2

Similarly, TM/tM daughters occur at a frequency of

1 1 1 1′ s s s s s s s s s s s sx p x y D � x y D � x y D � x y D � x y D � x y D2 3 1 00 1 2 01 2 1 00 7 1 10 2 2 01 4 2 112 2 2 2

1 1 1 1s s s s s s s s� x (1 � r)y D � (x r)y D � x (1 � r)y D � (x r)y D .6 1 10 5 1 10 5 2 11 6 2 112 2 2 2

The same logic applies to males. For example, TM sons occur at a frequency of
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2

′ s s s s sy p x [y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D )]1 1 1 00 2 01 3 00 4 01

1 s s s s s� x [y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D )]2 1 00 2 01 3 00 4 012

1 s s s s s� x [y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D )]4 1 10 2 11 3 10 4 112

1 s s s s s� x (1 � r)[y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D )]5 1 10 2 11 3 10 4 112

1 s s s s s� x r[y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D ) � y (1 � D )].6 1 10 2 11 3 10 4 102

The same method is used to generate recursion equations for the remaining eight female and three male
genotypes listed in table A1. Analogous methods are used to construct recursion equations for Z-linked M and T
loci, but in this case the genotypes listed in table A1 are switched between sexes. Finally, in the case of
autosomal loci, both male and female genotypes resemble those listed for females in table A1, and recombination
occurs in both parents. All recursion equations are presented and analyzed in the Mathematica file at http://
www.zoology.ubc.ca/∼otto/Research/BlackburnEtAl2010.nb.

Table A1
Female and male genotypes with X-linked
trait and modifier loci
Female genotype Male genotype

x1 p TM/TM y1 p TM
x2 p TM/tM y2 p tM
x3 p tM/tM y3 p Tm
x4 p TM/Tm y4 p tm
x5 p TM/tm
x6 p Tm/tM
x7 p tM/tm
x8 p Tm/Tm
x9 p Tm/tm
x10 p tm/tm
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Appendix B from G. S. Blackburn et al., “The Evolution of Sex Ratio
Adjustment in the Presence of Sexually Antagonistic Selection”
(Am. Nat., vol. 176, no. 3, p. 264)

Polymorphic Equilibria for Sex-Linked Traits
The equilibrium frequency of T when the T locus is sex-linked, , is given in table B1 for different forms ofp̂T
SRA, assuming that both SRA and selection are weak (derivations are presented in the Mathematica file at http://
www.zoology.ubc.ca/∼otto/Research/BlackburnEtAl2010.nb).
The appropriate values of Dij are given by table 2 for cases in which SRA depends on the homogametic

individual’s genotype (self-SRA with X linkage, mate-SRA with Z linkage). The formulas for these cases depend
on H, which represents the dominance of the SRA strategy in response to a Tt genotype (H p (D �01

), and v (see eq. [2]), which describes the relationship between , the mean sex ratio in theD )/(D � D ) D02 00 02

population, and DD, the difference in SRA between responses to a TT and a tt genotype (i.e., ). TableD � D00 02

B2 should be consulted for cases in which SRA is based on the heterogametic sex (mate-SRA with X linkage
and self-SRA with Z linkage). The formulas in these cases depend on the difference in SRA between responses
to a T and a t genotype in a hemizygous individual ( ). Note that when sex ratios are alteredDD p D � Dhemi 00 01

in response to the heterogametic sex, the equilibrium frequency of T depends strongly on the SRA strategy via
the term DDhemi, even if the population sex ratio remains balanced ( ). The effect of SRA on thev p 0
equilibrium trait frequency reflects transmission distortion, which is biased against the allele favored in the
heterogametic sex.
A stability analysis was performed for each polymorphic equilibrium, with the assumption that the M allele is

fixed in the population. In each case the equilibrium is stable only if its denominator is positive.

Table B1
Equilibrium frequency, , of a sex-linked trait in the presence ofp̂T
SRA

Self-SRA Mate-SRA

X-linked
(1� h )s � (1/2)s �Hvf f m

(12h )s � (12H)vf f

(1� h )s � (1/2)s � DD /(2D)f f m hemi

(12h )sf f

Z-linked
(1/2)s � h s � DD /[2(1�D)]f m m hemi

(12h )sm m

(1/2)s � h s �Hvf m m

(12h )s � (12H)vm m

Table B2
SRA in the presence of a hemizygous
trait and diploid modifier

Female modifier

Female trait (self-SRA)
or male trait (mate-SRA)

T t

MM D00 D01

Mm D10 D11

mm D20 D21
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Appendix C from G. S. Blackburn et al., “The Evolution of Sex Ratio
Adjustment in the Presence of Sexually Antagonistic Selection”
(Am. Nat., vol. 176, no. 3, p. 264)

Invasion of an SRA Modifier at Sex-Linked Loci
Here, we summarize results for sex-linked traits in the same format as presented for autosomally linked traits in
the main text. Complete analyses can be found in the Mathematica file at http://www.zoology.ubc.ca/∼otto/
Research/BlackburnEtAl2010.nb.

X-Linked Loci

In the case of an X-linked trait and SRA based on the homogametic sex (self-SRA), sex ratio allocation evolves
in a qualitatively similar manner to the autosomal model, with the following slight changes. (1) For self-SRA
with an X-linked trait and an X-linked modifier, the leading eigenvalue, l, is given by equation (3), but with hm
set to 1/2 and the F1 and F2 terms multiplied by 4/3. (2) For self-SRA with an X-linked trait and an autosomal
modifier, the leading eigenvalue, l, is given by equation (3) but with hm set to 1/2 and the F2 term multiplied by
6/5.
Thus, we again expect offspring sex ratios to be adjusted in favor of daughters among TT mothers and in

favor of sons among tt mothers. As long as the population sex ratio remains near 1/2, stronger and stronger SRA
is expected to evolve, and the equilibrium (table B1) will remain valid and stable throughout this process.
In contrast, with mate-SRA and an X-linked trait, selection on the modifier changes form because of the

transmission distortion caused by adjusting offspring sex ratios based on the trait of the heterogametic sex. If the
modifier is also X-linked, then the leading eigenvalue becomes

[D� (1/2)]2 ˆ ˆl p 1 � {p (D � D ) � p (D � D )}T 10 00 t 11 013 D(1 � D)

1 DDhemi 3ˆ ˆ� p p s � {(D � D ) � (D � D )} � O(y ). (C1)T t m 10 00 11 01( )3 D

Initially, if the population sex ratio is balanced ( ) and there is no SRA ( ), the second lineD p 1/2 DD p 0hemi

dominates equation (C1), and SRA should evolve in the expected direction. Specifically, modifiers can invade if
they cause mothers to produce more daughters when mated with T-bearing males ( ) and more sonsD � D 1 010 00

when mated with t-bearing males ( , as defined in table B2). As stronger SRA evolves, it can beD � D ! 011 01

shown that the term remains positive as long as the trait polymorphism is maintained. Thus,s � DD /Dm hemi

equation (C1) indicates that more and more extreme SRA should evolve (assuming that the population-wide sex
ratio remains near 1/2). At some point, however, the evolution of SRA causes DDhemi to become so large that the
trait polymorphism is lost because of the transmission distortion favoring T-bearing X chromosomes. This occurs
when the equation for given in table B1 for mate-SRA with X linkage reaches 1.p̂T
If, instead, the modifier is autosomal with mate-SRA and an X-linked trait, then the leading eigenvalue

becomes

[D� (1/2)]1 ˆ ˆl p 1 � {p (D � D ) � p (D � D )}T 10 00 t 11 012 D(1 � D)

1 DDhemi 3ˆ ˆ� p p s � 2 {(D � D ) � (D � D )} � O(y ). (C2)T t m 10 00 11 01( )5 D
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If the population sex ratio is balanced ( ) and there is no SRA ( ), SRA evolves as in equationD p 1/2 DD p 0hemi

(C1). Again, as stronger SRA evolves, the transmission distortion can become so strong that the trait
polymorphism is lost. It is also possible, however, that as stronger SRA evolves, the term cans � 2DD /Dm hemi

switch signs, even under conditions that maintain the trait polymorphism. Thus, more extreme SRA should
evolve only up to an intermediate level, given by (assuming ), at which point furtherDD p s /4 D p 1/2hemi m

increases in SRA are selected against, even though the trait remains polymorphic. A numerical analysis suggests
that when , a new modifier allele that further increases SRA (producing more daughters in matingsDD ≈ s /4hemi m

with T-bearing males and/or more sons in matings with t-bearing males) becomes genetically associated with TT
females, which experience only a modest selective advantage over Tt females, and with T males, which are
strongly selected against. The association with T-bearing males occurs because the new modifier experiences a
stronger transmission bias against Xt in matings with XtY males. Thus, further increases in SRA become
increasingly opposed by natural selection, halting the evolution of further SRA despite the fact that a sexually
antagonistic polymorphism remains.

Z-Linked Loci

In the case of a Z-linked trait, an autosomal modifier, and SRA based on the homogametic sex (self-SRA), the
leading eigenvalue governing the spread of a new modifier allele is

[D� (1/2)]1 ˆ ˆl p 1 � {p (D � D ) � p (D � D )}T 10 00 t 11 012 D(1 � D)

1 DDhemi 3ˆ ˆ� p p s � 2 {(D � D ) � (D � D )} � O(y ), (C3)T t f 10 00 11 01[ ]5 (1 � D)

where all Dij are given by table B2, with self-SRA and . As stronger SRA evolves, the termDD p D � Dhemi 00 01

can become negative, even under conditions that maintain the trait polymorphism. Thus,s � 2DD /(1 � D)m hemi

equation (C3) indicates that more extreme SRA should evolve up to an intermediate level, given by DD phemi

(assuming ), at which point further increases in SRA are selected against, even though the traits /4 D p 1/2f

remains polymorphic. As SRA evolves and DDhemi becomes more positive, the system equilibrates at a point p̂T
where the t allele declines, on average, across the sexes because of natural selection but increases in frequency
because of transmission distortion in its favor. A numerical analysis suggests that when , a newDD p s /4hemi f

modifier allele that further increases SRA (producing more daughters among T-bearing mothers and/or more sons
among t-bearing mothers) becomes genetically associated with tt males, which experience only a modest
selective advantage over Tt males, and with t-bearing females, which are strongly selected against. Thus, further
increases in SRA become increasingly opposed by natural selection, halting the evolution of further SRA despite
the fact that a sexually antagonistic polymorphism remains.
In contrast, if there is mate-SRA with a Z-linked trait and an autosomal modifier, this transmission bias does

not arise, because the mate is ZZ and passes each Z chromosome equitably to both sons and daughters. In this
case, the evolution of offspring sex ratios is qualitatively similar to the autosomal case, with the following slight
changes. The leading eigenvalue, l, is given by equation (3) but with hm set to 1/2 and the F2 term multiplied by

.6s /5sf m

Thus, we again expect offspring sex ratios to be adjusted in favor of daughters among T-bearing mothers and
in favor of sons among t-bearing mothers. As long as the population sex ratio remains near 1/2, stronger and
stronger SRA is expected to evolve, and the equilibrium (table B1) will remain valid and stable throughout this
process.


